
 



 

 

 

 

This work was created on the 

Land of the Kaurna People. 

 

Sovereignty was never ceded, 

and we pay our respects to their 

elders past, present, and 

emerging.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Papermouth Theatre and James Watson present 

 

THE TRIUMPH OF MAN: 

A COMEDY IN TWO ACTS 
 

14 – 26 September 2021 

RUMPUS Theatre, Bowden 

 

 

 

 

About the play 
 

Set in a fictional dictatorship, two actors are kidnapped and forced to 

perform a ludicrous propaganda play called “The Triumph of Man”. A 

university student named Axelle decides that now is the time to bring 

justice to the regime that killed her parents. Meanwhile, the tyrannical 

leader, General Ferdinand, ignores the issues of his country in favour of 

writing an “educational” script that glorifies his patriarchal image for the 

great unwashed masses. 

 



 

Chris Best as “Two”, Ellen Graham as “Axelle”, and Arran Beattie as “One”.  

© Laura Franklin. 



 

 

 

The Team 
Playwright & Co-producer- James Watson (He/Him) 

Director/Designer/Dramaturg & Co-producer- Mary Angley (She/They) 

Sound Designer - Reggie Parker (He/Him) 

Lighting Designer– Max woods (He/Him) 

Tech/Operator- Grace Calabretto (She/Her) 

Tech- Aaron Herczeg (He/Him)  

Casting Director - Caitlin Ellen Moore (She/They) 

Cast - Arran Beattie (He/They), Chris Best (He/Him), Ellen Graham 
(She/Her), Yoz Mensch (They/Them), Poppy Mee (She/Her), and 
Grace Boyle (She/They/He) 

 

The Triumph of Man: A Comedy in Two Acts is presented by Paper 
Mouth Theatre and James Watson at RUMPUS with support from Arts 
South Australia, The Helpmann Academy, and Replay Creative 

Special thanks to Tom Ablett, Heath Britton, Andréa Cagnon, Nick 

Duddy, John Graham, Karen Sheldon, Anthony Haskell, Edwin Kemp 

Attrill, Oliver Marshall, Peter Matheson, Kienan McKay, Zoe Muller, 

Juliana Nixon Cameron Rutherford, Anita Sanders, Matt Steen, Nate 

Troisi, Melissa Wilson, and all of the incredible RUMPUS volunteers. 

 

  



 

 

 

From the Playwright (James Watson) 
 

In 2019 my sister told me about the kidnapping of South Korean 

filmmakers Shin Sang-ok and Choi Eun-hee. They were forced to make 

propaganda movies for Kim Jong-il and the North Korean regime for 

over a decade. My sister thought this story might make a good play. I 

disagreed. Despite that, something about this scenario stuck with me 

over the weeks following our conversation. I had to ask myself what I 

might do in that same position. While Shin and Choi eventually escaped, 

many artists do not. Art demands a tremendous amount of courage. I’m 

glad I reconsidered what my sister said to me. 

Personally, I’ve never been forced to write a play at gunpoint. But there 

are different kinds of challenges here. We are in a time where public 

gatherings are limited and theatre is forced to compete against Netflix. 

One has to ask oneself ‘Why are we making theatre?’ For me, this play 

has been about persistence. We are incredibly fortunate to be able to do 

this and to have benefited from so much support for this production. 

I hope this play can bring with it the joy of theatre while simultaneously 

illustrating the alarming nature of our post-truth world.  

All hail General Ferdinand! 

  

Arran Beattie and Chris Best as “One” and “Two”. © Laura Franklin. 



 

 

 

From the Director (Mary Angley) 
I first encountered The Triumph of Man at an informal script reading that 

James put on in the backroom of RUMPUS in early 2020. 

After the reading, I hung back to speak to James: “You know, if you’re 

going to call it The Triumph of Man, you really need to bring on a femme 

director… so that people know the title is ironic.” (From here, I managed 

to weasel my way into the gig.) 

From the outset, Watson’s script has intrigued me through its ability to 

fuse comedy and biting socio-political analysis. As a director it’s 

presented me with an opportunity to blend clowning and Noam Chomsky 

(See also: Monty Python, Bertolt Brecht, and Quentin Tarantino).  

I thought of this play as I watched the American election last year. I think 

of this play whenever I venture out of my little Leftist bubble to see 

what’s cracking over on Sky News. And I will think of this play next time I 

watch a Hollywood action movie that has received funding from the 

Department of Defense.  

The General’s Regime exists in a space beyond our own. The specifics 

of who-has-power and who-does-not are different, but the mechanisms 

are the same.  

It has been a joy and a privilege to have the space (physically, 

temporally, financially) to explore this work with an incredible team of 

smart, funny, instinctual artists.  

Three weeks of our glorious regime, and to a thousand more!  

The cast (L to R): 

Poppy Mee, Grace 

Boyle, Yoz Mensch, 

Arran Beattie, Chris 

Best, & Ellen Graham. 

© Laura Franklin. 

  



 
 

Chris Best as “The Agent”. © Laura Franklin.  



 

 

 

Cast & creative team 
 

ARRAN BEATTIE (He/They)- "ONE" 

In Glasgow, Arran worked professionally in theatre and 

screen, and trained at UK Theatre School at The Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland before migrating to Australia in 

2013. 

Arran graduated from Flinders Drama Centre in 2018 and is 

an actor, writer, drag performer, singer and clown. His theatre 

credits include How To Kill Your Hamster by Eliza Oliver 

(Ladylike Theatre Collective, RUMPUS); Virtual Intimacy 

(ActNow Theatre, Very Theatre); Dead Gorgeous: A True 

Crime Clown Show (Madness of Two, Hew Parham); and Falstaff (Scottish Opera). 

His film credits include web-series Decameron 2.0 (ActNow, STCSA: 2020), and was a 

featured writer; Ruby June (Alex Vickery-Howe: 2019); and Indian Stories (BBC: 2011). 

Arran’s award-winning drag character Marion Westfield also performs with Haus of Kong and 

hosts regular events in Adelaide. He is currently developing Star Cross’d Dressers, a 

drag/clown/Shakespeare piece, with collaborator Zola Allen as a Baby Play in RUMPUS’ 

2021 season, with showings in early October. 

 

 

CHRIS BEST (He/Him) - "TWO" 

Chris Best is a multidisciplinary artist out of Lexington, 

Kentucky. Chris found his strengths in painting pictures with 

prose, short fiction, and poetry. Chris has a lot of feelings that 

are most easily expressed through long winded analogies 

and on the nose metaphors. Chris takes the reader on an 

intimate field trip through the familiar by using rhyme, 

unpredictable cadence changes, and hyper analytical 

observations of otherwise mundane everyday emotions. 

Chris finds inspiration in the nuances of personal 

relationships. He enjoys writing about topics involved with life's transitions and the complex 

emotions that they sometimes trigger. Transitions like grief to joy, death to rebirth, stagnation 

to growth, pain to peace. He's been known to explore topics of love and solitude, from the 

enrichment they can bring to life to the void they leave when they're misused. Chris has 

performed open mic poetry readings, hosted, and led workshops at Soul Lounge, he’s 

competed in heats at Jive Poetry Slam in Adelaide, SA; He was a featured artist at the 2019 

SANAA Storytelling festival, He’s performed at the Tatenda Open, Draw Your Swords in 

Adelaide, Voices of Colour in Brisbane, QLD; and Wild Fig Books in Lexington, Kentucky. He 

participated in the Unearthed Festival with ActNow Theatre's of the Global Majority and 

developed writing pieces that were performed by State Theatre Company South Australia. 

Author of the self-published book, Avocado, host of weekly podcast Sav a Chat. 



 

 

 

GRACE BOYLE (She/They/He) - "IVANA" & "ERASMUS" 

Grace Boyle is an actor and theatre-maker who practises 

their craft on unceded Kaurna Yerta and pays her respects to 

elders past, present, and emerging. A 2021 mid-year 

graduate of the Adelaide College of the Arts, Grace’s creative 

interests lie in discovery; nothing excites him more than 

uncovering a story’s mystery and pushing the boundaries of 

what story can be. 

In 2020, Grace worked with the State Theatre Company and 

ActNow on DECAMERON 2.0 both as an actor in Episode 9: 

Those Who Crave Faith (dir. Mitchell Butel) and as a creative development contributor 

through their role in the queer community contributor group. 

Grace’s stage roles include Odysseus in The Penelopiad (2021, dir. Tiffany Knight), Lady 

Macbeth in Macbeth (2020, dir. Terrence Crawford), Ophelia in After Ophelia (2020, dir. Jo 

Stone), ensemble members in GRWL (2020, dir. Jenn Havelberg) and Burnt (2020, dir. 

Michael Hill), and Clover in We Are Anonymous (2017, dir. Joanne Hartstone). His film 

credits include Something About Her (2020, dir. Naj Haidari) and Burnt (2017, dir. Brett 

Archer). 

In her free time Grace enjoys crocheting ugly hats, getting bested at karate by preteens even 

though she (technically) outranks them, and lamenting being in her early 20s. 

 

 

ELLEN GRAHAM (She/Her) - "AXELLE" 

Ellen Graham is an award-winning actor, theatre-maker, 

playwright and drag performer who trained at Adelaide 

College of the arts. She performed in and co-devised 

Aphrodite and the Invisible Consumer Gods, which won the 

2018 inSPACE Development Award at the Adelaide Fringe, 

before touring to Sydney and Edinburgh. She and Sam 

Donvito developed a new interactive theatre piece, It’s A 

Living, as part of the 2019 inSPACE program. 

Ellen along with her frequent collaborator, Jamie Hornsby are 

the two co-heads of theatre company, Madness of Two with which they produced and 

performed, Dead Gorgeous: A True Crime Clown Show in the 2020 Adelaide Fringe Festival 

and Claire Della and the Moon which premiered at The Parks Theatre in September 2020. 

Ellen is fascinated with clowning and was awarded the Helpmann Elevate Mentorship in 

2019 to work with renowned clown, Hew Parham who she continued to study with in 2020. 

Her passion for vulnerability and heightened physicality led her to become a drag performer 

in Adelaide’s drag scene. 

As one quarter of Australian media company, Baby Beard Media, Ellen is a content creator 

and performer of unique table-top roleplaying stories. She also performs as a streamer with 

Syrinscape and Cyberpunk Uncensored. 

 



 

 

 

POPPY MEE (She/Her) - "ARTEMON" & "BEC" 

Poppy Mee is an actor, writer and theatre-maker currently 

living and working on Kaurna Land. A 2017 graduate from the 

Acting program at Adelaide College of the Arts, Poppy 

recently returned from London where she studied devised 

theatre at Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company under a 

Carclew Fellowship. She performed remotely in Fourth 

Monkey’s 2020 season of Our Country’s Good. Her latest 

stage credits include Butterfly Kicks (Rumpus Theatre 2020 

season) and the upcoming Hamlet In The Other Room by 

Good Company Theatre Collective, of which she is a founding member. 

Poppy recently premiered her first solo work, A Slight Exaggeration, at the 2021 Adelaide 

Fringe. She has worked as Assistant Director on Titus Andronicus (Charley Sanders, 

Adelaide College of the Arts 2019), and Macbeth (Terence Crawford, Adelaide College of 

the Arts 2020). 

Poppy’s screen credits include Stateless (ABC/Netflix), Spellbound (Rising Sun Pictures) as 

part of the Adelaide Film Festival Concept Lab program, web series Lucy and DIC (We 

Made A Thing Studios) and interactive experimental series Where Is Ash. Poppy is a proud 

MEAA member. You can follow her creative work on Instagram @pm_playmaker 

 

 

YOZ MENSCH (They/Them) - "GENERAL FERDINAND" 

 & "KARL" 

Yoz Mensch is a non-binary artist residing and working on 

Kaurna Yerta. With a primary focus on making funnies, 

they've taken to stage, screen and airwaves to pour a healthy 

mixture of home brewed absurdity into the lives of the thirsty. 

In 2017 they co-founded Cackling Jackal, and the award 

winning Huge News for Radio Adelaide, which travelled to 

Edinburgh Fringe 2018. In 2020 they wrote and performed 

the one-person show Abomination, and were selected as an 

artist and panellist for the National Young Writers Festival. This year they co-wrote, directed 

and performed in The End is High-Concept with Cackling Jackal. Screen wise, they 

appeared in the LGBT+ feature films Stanley's Mouth and Hand Grenade. You can also 

catch them trying their hand at stand up comedy irregularly. 

They like maps, video games, small dogs, trashy television, unnecessary conversations with 

good friends, big dogs, being warm, doing silly voices, and cats of all sizes. They thrive in 

the place where absurd meets serene. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CAITLIN ELLEN MOORE (She/They) - CASTING 

DIRECTOR 

Caitlin Ellen Moore is a writer, activist, producer, and general 

noise-maker based on Kaurna Land. Caitlin’s main trade is 

creative producing. She has produced a number of radio 

shows for Radio Adelaide, including South Australia’s only 

queer radio show Pride & Prejudice, and sits on their board 

as Vice Chairperson. Caitlin is a proud RUMPUS Member, 

and has worked for organisations such as ActNow Theatre, 

and the Adelaide Fringe, plus companies like Company AT, 

Vitalstatistix, Paper Mouth Theatre, and JOY 94.9. Currently she is producing for Feast 

Festival, and in August 2021 she will act as Assistant Director on a two-week creative 

development with Company AT.  As a freelance multi-arts practitioner, Caitlin is working 

under the name Wickedly Good Productions, producing podcasts about mental health, 

alcoholism, the arts and the climate crisis… And producing in theatre and film. Her current 

project is Grief Lightning: A Satire in 78 Slides which premiered to a sold out season in 

Adelaide Fringe 2021, performed at Midsumma Festival, and can be seen at Assembly 

Festival, Sydney Festival and at RUMPUS in 2021. Caitlin is also a freelance writer, 

workshop leader and spoken word artist. 

 

 

 

GRACE CALABRETTO (She/Her) - TECH OPERATOR 

Grace is a born and bred Adelaidean and is a recent Adelaide 

College of the Arts graduate, where she studied technical 

production and stage management, specialising in the latter.  

She worked for Nexus Arts as a lighting designer and 

technician from 2017 to 2021, last year also working as 

assistant stage manager across both Claire Della and the 

Moon (Madness of Two Productions) and Ripcord (State 

Theatre Company South Australia). She has most recently 

worked on Blood, Sweat & Karaoke (Ezra Juanta), 

Future:Present (Theatre Republic), Revolt and The Call (Flinders University), and 

Hibernation (State Theatre Company South Australia) in roles ranging across stage 

management, operation and chaperone. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

REGGIE PARKER (He/Him) - SOUND DESIGNER  

& COMPOSER 

Reggie Parker is the court composer for the glorious General 

Ferdinand and specialises in creating beautiful soundscapes 

and lush melodies that intrinsically represent Ferdinand's 

peaceful and harmonious nation. Having been a resident of 

the General's court for sometime, he understands deeply the 

General's love for his country and implements that in every 

note of his music. His latest score to the General's own play 

The Triumph of Man represents his greatest achievement in 

writing with a gun to his head. Reggie pleads to return to his home country of [REDACTED] 

and see his family, but there is forever and always, one more piece to write. 

Before his extended holiday in the grand palisades of General Ferdinand, Reggie attained a 

Bachelor of Music: Composition from the Elder Conservatorium. He is interested in the 

power of storytelling through music, and how music can both accompany and lead stories. 

He combines traditional techniques of classical composition, focusing on the romantic era, 

with modern music making software, utilising real musicians with sound libraries and 

synthesised instruments. He has worked on several short films and theatre productions, as 

well as his own projects centred around his original pieces. 

 

 

MAX WOODS (He/Him) - LIGHTING DESIGNER 

Max is an emerging stage and production manager who has 

recently graduated from the Victorian College of the Arts 

(VCA). Max has undertaken several roles at the VCA, 

including Stage Manager for pool (no water) (dir. Leticia 

Cáceres), and Assistant Production Manager for Earthquakes 

in London (dir. Sarah Goodes). Max has also worked 

extensively in Melbourne’s independent theatre sector, Stage 

Managing Patrick White Award Winning Playwright Kim Ho’s 

The Great Australian Play (dir. Saro Lusty-Cavallari), 

produced by Montague Basement, and has worked several 

times with award-winning collective Stage Mom, in roles such 

as: Assistant Stage Manager for Truly Madly Britney (dir. Hannah Fallowfield), and 

Production Manager for I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Cooking For (dir. Hannah Fallowfield) 

and Love You Bitch (dir. Hannah Fallowfield). In 2020, Max co-founded independent theatre 

company Frenetic Theatre, alongside fellow stage manager and frequent collaborator 

Brooke Simmonds. 

  



 

 

 

MARY ANGLEY (She/They)– DIRECTOR/DESIGNER/DRAMATURG & 

CO-PRODUCER 

Mary Angley (she/they) is an emerging theatre-maker and a recent 

graduate from the Victorian College of the Arts’ Master of Directing 

program. She is currently working on Kaurna Yerta. A child of The 

Internet, in her practice she reveres the unique properties of both 

live and digital performance. Mary cut her directorial teeth working 

with Symposium Productions and The Raw Shakespeare Project. 

She received First Class Honours from Flinders University for her 

practice-led research project: an immersive adaptation of Timon of 

Athens.  For her Masters Showcase, she developed a new work, Hedda GablerGablerGabler, 

exploring how game-play can be used to disrupt gender biases in the theatrical canon. After 

graduating, she created LEAR: A Livestream, a durational, digital performance exploring notions of 

artistry, privilege, and productivity in the age of Covid-19. In 2019, she created Paper Mouth 

Theatre as a forum for bringing emerging creatives together to work on experimental projects within 

a Queer, Feminist framework. 

 

Her solo performance, Grief Lightning: A Satire in 78 Slides, was shortlisted for the Midsumma Queer 

Playwriting Award and sold out the Adelaide Fringe. The work will re-emerge on the RUMPUS stage 

in January 2022. 

 

Mary has interned with the Melbourne Theatre Company and with live art collective, Field Theory.  

Her work has received support from The Helpmann Academy, Carclew, Splash Adelaide, Science 

Gallery, Arts SA, RUMPUS, and La Mama. 

 

 

JAMES WATSON (He/Him) - PLAYWRIGHT &  

CO-PRODUCER 

James is currently finishing a Masters in Writing for 

Performance at NIDA after also having completed a 

Bachelor’s degree in creative writing at Flinders University. 

An admirer of classic 'in-yer-face' theatre, James creates 

works that interrogate our attitudes to privilege and decorum, 

both on and off stage. His previous work includes A Domestic 

Autumn, Angry Love (both in 2016), and When Shall We 

Three Meet Again? (2018) all at the University of Adelaide 

Theatre Guild. He also created Empty Vanity for the 2017 

Adelaide Fringe. James is a recipient of State Theatre 

Company of South Australia young playwrights award and has several works published on 

Australian Plays Transform. James has been an editor for student magazine Empire Times, 

and has an ongoing passion for student-led publishing. 

James is delighted to present The Triumph of Man: A Comedy in Two Acts with RUMPUS 

and Papermouth Theatre. For him, this work reflects a shift towards the farcical, the political, 

and the meta-theatrical. Stay tuned for his next project, Home Thoughts, in the upcoming 

Adelaide Fringe. 



 

Poppy Mee as “Artemon”. © Laura Franklin. 

 


